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We investigate in detail the concepts of approximate innerness and central free-
ness for commuting squares of type II1 factors, with finite horizontal Jones index,
introduced in [Po2], and prove a classification result showing that if \ N_Q // M_P +
is a nondegenerate approximately inner and centrally free commuting square of
type II1 factors with Q/N stable and 1Q, P strongly amenable, then the commuting
square is isomorphic to \ N_Q + (Qst/Pst), where Qst/Pst is the standard model
of the inclusion Q/P.  1996 Academic Press, Inc.
INTRODUCTION
In his recent work [Po1, 2] S. Popa developed a theory of approximate
innerness and central freeness for inclusions of factors (or subfactors) of
finite Jones’ index and proved in this framework a classification result for
these inclusions in terms of higher relative commutants data. Roughly
speaking his result shows that if N/M is approximately inner, centrally
free and has strongly amenable Jones graph 1N, M , then N/M splits off its
standard model N st/M st, i.e., (N/M)$(N st/M st)N. Thus, such
N/M are completely classified by their standard invariant GN, M and the
isomorphism class of N, or equivalently of M. Since hyperfinite inclusions
are automatically approximately inner and centrally free ([Po1, 2]), this
result recovered the previous work on classification of hyperfinite subfac-
tors with strongly amenable graphs in [Po3].
The same way the inclusions (or embeddings) are the morphisms
between factors, the morphisms between inclusions of factors (i.e. between
subfactors) are the commuting squares of algebras ([Po3, 8]). Thus, one
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may alternatively regard Popa’s commuting squares of algebras as inclu-
sions of a higher rank and, in fact, one can iterate this process as many
times as wanted.
Recently Y. Kawahigashi ([Ka1]) noted that the classification result for
hyperfinite subfactors with strongly amenable graphs in [Po3] implies the
following result on commuting squares: if \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is a commuting
square of hyperfinite factors such that Q/M (i.e. the inclusion of the
smallest algebra involved in the largest one) has finite depth, and the
higher relative commutants for Q/N and Q/P are independent, then
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +$\
NQ
_
QQ
/
/
NP
_
QP+ .
In this article we prove a general splitting result for commuting squares
of II1 factors, in which the algebras involved are not assumed to be hyper-
finite, only Q/P is required to have strongly amenable graph, and Popa’s
conditions of approximate innerness and central freeness are assumed on
the commuting square. These conditions of approximate innerness and cen-
tral freeness are automatically satisfied when Q/M is a strongly amenable
inclusion of hyperfinite factors and the higher relative commutants for
Q/P and Q/N are independent. Thus, our result covers [Ka1]. But
even in the case when all the algebras involved are hyperfinite our result is
more general, as it does not require any algebraic condition on the vertical
inclusions, not even that they have finite index. In fact our result is in some
sense the best that can be obtained along these lines, as the conditions we
require are also necessary for a split off to hold true.
Noting that if \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is assumed centrally free then we automatically
have that the higher relative commutants of N/M and Q/P coincide, we
can denote \
N
_
Q +
st
/\
M
_
P +
st
for the common canonical model for N/M
and Q/P, i.e., for (N st/M st)=(Qst/Pst). Our main result thus states:
Theorem. Let \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + be a non-degenerate commuting square of type
II1 factors with finite horizontal Jones index. Assume that:
(i) 1Q, P is strongly amenable;
(ii) Q/N is stable, i.e., (Q/N)$(Q/N)R (where R is the
hyperfinite II1 factor);
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(iii) \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner and centrally free.
Then we have \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +$\
NN st
_
QN st
/
/
NM st
_
QM st+=\\
N
_
Q +
st
/\
M
_
P +
st
+
\
N
_
Q + .
Conversely if the above isomorphism holds true, then the commuting square
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii).
In particular, our result implies that if a properly outer action _ of a
finitely generated strongly amenable group G on an inclusion Q/N is
approximately inner and centrally free, then _ is conjugate to an action of
G on a commonly splitted hyperfinite type II1 factor, i.e., (Q/N, _)$
(QR/NR, id_0).
Throughout the paper we shall use the notations and the terminology of
[Po1, 3]. Also we shall occasionally refer to [Po2] for certain definitions
and result which however are discussed there for inclusions of factors of
arbitrary type, not only II1 .
1. APPROXIMATE INNERNESS
We begin by a detailed investigation of the concept of approximate
innerness for commuting squares proposed in [Po2]. Although many of
the properties have proofs similar to the original case of inclusions of
[Po1], we shall give detailed proofs here for the sake of completeness.
1.1. Definition ([Po2]). Let \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + be a non-degenerate commuting
square of type II1 factors of finite horizontal Jones’ indices: [M : N]=
[P : Q]<.
We say that the commuting square is approximately inner iff given any
=>0 and any x1 , x2 , ..., xn # N there exists an orthonormal basis [mj]m+1j=1
of P over Q with EN(mj*mj)=I, 1 jm, where m[M : N]<m+1,
and such that &[mj , xi]&2<=, \i, \j.
We observe that if \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner, then both the
horizontal inclusions N/M and Q/P follow approximately inner in the
sense of [Po1].
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We shall now restate this definition in terms of the ultrapower algebras,
| being any free ultrafilter on N. For this purpose let us recall from [Po2]
that an inclusion N/M of finite von Neumann algebras with trace
preserving conditional expectation E of finite index Ind(N/E M) is
Markov if j mj mj*=Ind(N/E M) I for any orthonormal basis [mj]j of
M over N. Also N/M is homogeneous-Markov if in addition the pro-
jection eMN : L
2(M, {)  L2(N, {) has scalar central trace in (M, eMN ) .
1.2. Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner.
(2) N$ & P| contains an orthonormal basis of P| over Q|.
(3) N$ & Q|/EN |
M | |N $ & P | N$ & P| is a Markov inclusion of index [P : Q].
(4) \
Q|
_
N$ & Q|
/
/
P|
_
N$ & P|+ is non-degenerate.
Proof. (1) O (2): Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner and let
[xn]n # N be a sequence of elements in N dense in the & &2 norm in the unit
ball of N. Then for any n there exists an orthonormal basis [m (n)j ]
m+1
j=1 of
P over Q such that &[m (n)j , xi]&2<1n, i=1, 2, ..., n, \j ; moreover we
observe that &m (n)j &[M : N]12 ([PiPo1]). Define then m|j =(m (n)j )n # N #
P| \j ; [m|j ]
m+1
j=1 is clearly an orthonormal basis of P
| over Q| (observe
that \
N |
_
Q|
/
/
M|
_
P| + is also non-degenerate and that [P| : Q|]=[P : Q]).
Finally [m|j , xi]=0, \j , \i , thus, by density, [m
|
j ]j/N$ & P
|.
(2) O (1): We first observe that any orthonormal basis [m|j ]j of
N$ & P| over N$ & Q| can be represented as m|j =(m
n
j )n with [m
n
j ]j ortho-
normal basis of P over Q (e.g., by using the GramSchmidt type ortho-
gonalization method of [Po1, 2]).
Given a finite set of elements x1 , x2 , ..., xn # N and =>0, we can find an
n0r0 such that &[mn0j , xi]&2<=, \i, \j ; moreover by using the homogeneous-
Markov property for the inclusion N$ & Q|/N$ & P| and applying the
‘‘cutting and gluing’’ trick of [Po1, 2] we can ‘‘rearrange’’ the family [mn0j ]j
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in such a way that in addition one has EQ(mjn0*mn0j )=EN(m
n0
j
*mn0j )=I for
all j but possibly one.
(3) O (2): N$ & Q|/EN |
M | |N $ & P | N$ & P| is a Markov inclusion iff there
exists an orthonormal basis [mj]j of N$ & P| over N$ & Q| such that
j mj mj* is a scalar. Now since the square \
Q|
_
N$ & Q|
/
/
P|
_
N$ & P|+ is com-
mutative [mj]j is an orthonormal system of P| over Q|. Since j mjmj*=
Ind(EM |N | |N$ & P |) I=[P
| : Q|] I=[P : Q] I, [mj]j follows complete, hence
an orthonormal basis.
(2) O (3): If N$ & P| contains an orthonormal basis [mj]j of P|
over Q| then it is also an orthonormal basis of N$ & P| over N$ & Q|
and since factors inclusions are always Markov we have j mj mj* # CI
and Ind(E M |N| | N$ & P |) I=j mjmj*=[P
| : Q|] I=[P : Q] I, i.e., N$ &
Q|/EN |
M | |N $ & P | N$ & P| is a Markov inclusion of index [P : Q].
(2)  (4) Tautological. K
1.3. Proposition. (1) Suppose Q/P is approximately inner, then
\
N :=Mn(Q)
_
Q
/
/
M :=Mn(P)
_
P + is approximately inner.
(2) Suppose Q/N is any inclusion, then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=Mn(N)
_
P :=Mn(Q) + is
approximately inner; where, here and in the sequel, Mn(A) :=AMn(C) for
any algebra A, Mn(C) being the algebra of n by n matrices over the field of
the complex numbers.
Proof. Observe that in both cases the commuting square is non-
degenerate.
(1) Choose x1 , x2 , ..., xn # N and =0 and let [er, s]nr, s=1 be the
canonic system of matrix units for Mn(C) so that [e~ r, s=- n IQ er, s ;
r, s=1, 2, ..., n] is an orthonormal basis of N over Q; let [mj]j be an ortho-
normal basis of P over Q such that by approximate innerness of Q/P one
has &[mj , (xi)r, s]&2<=1 , where xi=nr, s=1 (xi)r, se~ r, s , (xi)r, s # Q and
=n=1+n(n&1) =21 . Applying the CauchySchwarz inequality we then get
&[mj , xi]&2<=, \i, \j.
(2) [e~ r, s=- n IQer, s ; r, s=1, 2, ..., n] as an orthonormal basis of
P=Mn(Q) over Q satisfies [e~ r, s , x]=0 \x # N, and the commuting square
follows trivially approximately inner. K
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1.4. Notations. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is a commuting square; if p # P(Q)
is a nonzero projection in Q we shall denote by \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +p :=\
Np
_
Qp
/
/
Mp
_
Pp +
the reduced commuting square.
If A is an algebra we shall denote \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +A :=\
NA
_
QA
/
/
MA
_
PA + ,
in particular for A=Mn(C) we obtain the n-amplification of \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + .
Finally if B is a subfactor of Q we shall denote B$ & \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + :=
\
B$ & N
_
B$ & Q
/
/
B$ & M
_
B$ & P + .
1.5. Proposition. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner, then
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +Mn(C) is approximately inner.
Proof. Observing that Mn(Q|)&Mn(Q)|, the same relation holding
for the other algebras, we have that if [m|j ]j is an orthonormal basis of P
|
over Q| in N$ & P|, then [m|j In]j is an orthonormal basis of Mn(P)
|
over Mn(Q)| in (Mn(N)|)$ & Mn(P)|. K
1.6. Proposition. (1) If \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner, then
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +p is approximately inner \p # P(Q), p{0.
(2) If \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +po is approximately inner for some po # P(Q), po{0,
then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner.
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Proof. (1) Observing that if p=( p)n # N # Q
| then (Qp)|$(Q|)p , that
(Q$ & P)p$Q$p & Mp and that EQp( pxp)= pEQ(x)p, \x # P, we have that if
[m|j ]j is an orthonormal basis of P
| over Q| in N$ & P|, then [m~ |j :=
m|j p]j follows and orthonormal basis of (Pp)
| over (Qp)| in N$p & P|p .
(2) If ppo is a projection in Q such that {( p)=1n for some n # N,
then by (1) we have that \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +p=\\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +po+p is approximately
inner and then, since \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +$\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +pMn(C), part (2) follows
from 1.5. K
1.7. Proposition. (1) Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + and \
M
_
P
/
/
R
_
S + are approxi-
mately inner, then \
N
_
Q
/
/
R
_
S + is approximately inner.
(2) Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner, then \
M2i+1
_
P2i+1
/
/
Mj
_
Pj + is
approximately inner \i, j # Z with 2i+1 j (where Mi=N&i&1 , Pi=Q&i&1
for i&1, and \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + is any choice of the tunnel).
Proof. (1) The argument for inclusions in [Po2] works here as well,
by just taking the orthonormal bases [ pi]i and [mj]j in Q/P and P/S,
respectively.
(2) Suppose that \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner; if [m|j ]j/N$ &
P| is an orthonormal basis of P| over Q|, then by [PiPo2] [*&i2m|j e1
e2 } } } ei]j , *=[M : N]&1, is an orthonormal basis of P|i over P
|
i&1 which
belongs to N$ & P|i , and [*
&i(i+1)4(m|ji e1e2 } } } ei) } } } (m
|
j2
e1e2)(m|j1 e1)
m|j0 ]j1, j2, ..., ji is an orthonormal basis of P
|
i over Q
| which belong to N$ &
P|i , therefore \
N
_
Q
/
/
Mi
_
Pi + is approximately inner; the rest follows from 1.5,
1.6, and duality. K
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1.8 Proposition. Suppose Q/N is stable (i.e., (Q/N)$(Q/N)
R), then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner iff \x1 , x2 , ..., xn # N, \=>0,
there exists a choice of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + such
that xk # = i1 Ni , \k.
Proof. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner, then by 1.2 and 1.3
of [Po2] N$ & \
N |
_
Q|
/
/
M|
_
P|
/
/
M |1
_
P|1 + is a basic construction of a non-
degenerate commuting square of homogeneous *-Markov inclusions of
type II1 von Neumann algebras with *=[P : Q]&1. Thus, the argument of
[Po2] shows that there exists a tunnel with the required properties.
Similarly, the same argument as in 2.8 of [Po2] shows that, conversely,
if \x1 , ..., xn # N and \=>0 there exists such a tunnel, then the commuting
square is approximately inner. K
We now consider some examples of approximately inner commuting
squares arising from the action of groups on inclusions of factors.
1.9. Definition ([Loi]). Given an inclusion N/M of type II1 factors,
we shall say that an automorphism : # Aut(M) is N-approximately inner iff
there exists a sequence of unitaries [un]n # N in N such that limn   &:(x)&
un xun*&2=0, \x # N; we then shall write as usual :=limn   Ad un .
We note that in particular : belongs to Aut(M, N) and that we have the
following characterization:
1.10. Lemma [(Loi)]. For an automorphism : # Aut(M, N) the following
conditions are equivalent:
(1) : is N-approximately inner;
(2) _a # N|, a{0 such that ax=:(x)a \x # M;
(3) _u # U (N|) such that %||M=(Ad u)|M .
We also observe that if : is N-approximately inner then its standard part
is trivial: :st=idM st .
1.11. Proposition. Suppose Q/N is an inclusion of type II1 factors
and let _ : G  Aut(N, Q) be an outer action of a finite group G by
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automorphisms of N fixing Q globally. Then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=N __ G
_
P :=Q __ G + is
approximately inner iff _g is Q-approximately inner \g # G.
Proof. Suppose _g=limn   Ad vg, n and let vg :=(vg, n)n # N # U (Q|)
and ug # U (Q __ G) be the unitaries implementing _g , then [ug vg*]g # G
follows an orthonormal basis of (Q __ G)| over Q| in N$ & (Q __ G)|; we
just check the last statement: for x # N we have indeed:
ugvg*x=ugvg*vg_g(x) vg*=ug _g1(x) vg*
=_g(_g&1) ugvg*=xug vg*
where as usual x=(x)n # N , _g&1(x)=(_g&1(x))n # N =(v*g, nxvg, n)n # N as
elements in N |.
Conversely suppose that [mj] |G|j=1 /N$ & (Q __ G)
| is an orthonormal
basis of (Q __ G)| over Q|; since [ug]g # G is also an orthonormal basis of
(Q __ G)| over Q| we have that mj=g # G ugng, j , ng, j # N|, \j, \g # G.
Then, \x # N we have mjx=xmj , hence g # G ug ng, jx=g # G xug ng, j \j
and multiplying on the left by uk , k # G and expecting on N| we get
nk&1, j x=EN| \ :g # G ukugng, j x+=EN| \ :g # G uk xugng, j+=_k(x) nk, j
so that _k is Q-approximately inner \k # G. K
1.12. Proposition. Suppose S/R is an inclusion of type II1 factors and
let %i # Aut(R, S), i=0, 1, 2, ..., n, %0=idR and %=(%0 , %1 , %2 , ..., %n); then
\
N %
_
Q%
/
/
M %
_
P% +, where M% :=Mn+1(R), P% :=Mn+1(S) and N % (resp. Q%)=
{\
x
O
%1(x)
. . .
O
%n(x)+ # M%: x # R (resp. S)= , is approximately inner iff %i
is S-approximately inner \i.
Proof. Suppose %i=limn   Ad ui, n , ui, n # U (S) and let ui :=(ui, n)n # N #
S| and [eij]i, j be the canonical system of matrix units in Mn(C), then
[- n uieijuj*]i, j is an orthonormal basis of (P%)| over (Q%)| in
(N%)$ & (P%)| as one easily checks.
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Conversely suppose %i # Aut(R, S) \i and \
N%
_
Q%
/
/
M %
_
P% + is approximately
inner; if [ml]l/(N%)$ & (P%)| is an orthonormal basis of (P%)| over (Q%)|,
then we also have eii mlejj # (N%)$ & (P%)|, and therefore _alij # R
| such that
eiimlejj=alijeij ; but then \x # R, a
l
ij eij (
n
k=0 %k(x) ekk)=(
n
k=0 %k(x) ekk)
alij eij implies a
l
ij%j (x) eij=%i (x) a
l
ij eij and we obtain that \i, _l=l(i) such
that eii mle11 #ali1ei1{0 (otherwise if _i0 , such that \l ei0 i0 ml e11=0, then
\y # Q% we would have yei0 i0 mle11=0 and ei0 i0 y$mle11=0, \y$ # Q
% and
therefore ei0 i0 P
%e11=[0] which is a contradiction since 0{ei01 # P
%).
Therefore we obtain that \i, _0{al(i)i1 # R
| such that %i (x) al(i)i1 =a
((i)
i1 x,
\x # R, i.e., by Lemma 1.10 %i is S-approximately inner \i. K
We end this section by providing another class of examples.
Recall from [Ka1] the following independence property for a commuting
square \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + with all inclusions of finite index:
Q$ & PQk =N
Q
l $ & P
Q
k =N
Q
$ & P
Q
k \k, l1
Q$ & N Qk =P
Q
l $ & N
Q
k =P
Q
$ & N
Q
k \k, l1
and
Q$ & M Qk =(Q$ & N
Q
k ) 6 (Q$ & P
Q
k ) \k1
where PQk is the k th step of the basic construction for the inclusion Q/P,
e.g., PQ1 =(P, e
P
Q), and similarly for the other algebras.
1.13. Proposition. Suppose the commuting square \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + satisfies
the independence property, the vertical inclusion Q/N is stable,
approximately inner, centrally free and with strongly amenable graph 1Q, N ,
and the horizontal inclusion Q/P is approximately inner; then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is
approximately inner.
Proof. Let x1 , x2 , ..., xn # N and =>0. By [Po1], since Q/N is as
given, if we fix any $1>0 we can find an even k sufficiently large, and a
choice of the tunnel N#e0 Q#e&1 Q1#e&2 } } } #e&k+1 Qk&1#Qk up to k
such that xi #$1 Qk 6 (Q$k & N) for all i. Let Pk :=[e0 , e1 , ..., e&k+1]$ & P
be the tunnel for P/M corresponding to the Jones’ projections e0 , e1 , ...,
e&k+1; then [Q$k & N, Pk]=0, by independence. If we now write
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EQk 6 (Q$k & N)(xi)=j, t xijbij , where xij # Qk and bij # Q$k & N and choose
$2>0, by the approximate innerness of Qk/Pk we can find an ortho-
normal basis [ms]s of Pk over Qk (and thus of P over Q) such that
&[ms , xij]&<$2 for all i, j, s. By taking $2 small enough we have the
estimate &[ms , E Qk 6 (Q$k & N)(xi)]&<
=
2, and finally if =1 and $1 are small
enough we get &[ms , xi]&<= for all s and i. K
2. CENTRAL FREENESS
We shall now investigate the concept of central freeness for commuting
squares of factors introduced in [Po2].
2.1. Definition ([Po2]). Let \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + be a non-degenerate
commuting square of type II1 factors with finite horizontal Jones’ indices:
[M : N]=[P : Q]< and let \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P
/
/
M1
_
P1
/ } } } /
/ } } } /
Mk
_
Pk
/ } } }
/ } } } + be the
Jones’ tower associated with it.
We say that the commuting square is centrally free iff given any =, $>0,
any y1 , y2 , ..., ym # N, any k0 and any x1 , x2 , ..., xn # Pk , there exists a
partition of the identity (qj) j in P(Q) such that
":j qj yiqj& yi"2<$ 1im
":j qj xlqj&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2<= 1ln.
As we shall later prove, we note that central freeness automatically
implies a strong compatibility between the horizontal inclusions in terms of
their standard invariant, namely
N$ & Mk=N$ & Pk=Q$ & Pk
As a consequence of this, we note that, in particular, if \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is cen-
trally free, then both the horizontal inclusions N/M and Q/P follows
centrally free.
We begin by showing that, like the approximate innerness, the central
freeness for commuting squares has similar properties as in the case of
inclusions ([Po1]). In particular we first reformulate this property in terms
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of the ultrapower algebras, | being a free ultrafilter on N. We shall make
systematic use of Popa’s local quantization principle in [Po2, 3] which, for
the reader’s convenience restate here:
2.2. Lemma ([Po2, 3]). Let N/M be finite von Neumann algebras.
Given any element x in M such that &x&=1 and such that EN$ & M(x)=0,
there exists a finite partition of the identity (ei)1iL made up of projections
in N such that L40 &x&&122 +1 and
" :
L
i=1
eixei"
2
2
< 34 &x&22
2.3. Theorem (Po2, 3]). Let N/M be finite von Neumann algebras
with normal faithful trace {. Given any finite set of elements x1 , x2 , ..., xn in
the unit ball of M such that E N 6 (N$ & M)(xj)=0 \j, and any $>0 there exists
a partition of the identity (qi)1it made up of projections in N such that t
t($, n) :=(40$&12)(n(2 ln $&1ln 43)) and
" :
t
i=1
qi xjqi"2$ \j=1, 2, ..., n.
The next proposition has now the same proof as the proof of 3.2 in
[Po2], but we detail it here anyway for the sake of completeness.
2.4. Proposition. The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free.
(2) \=, $>0, \y1 , y2 , ..., ym # N, \k0, \x1 , x2 , ..., xn # Pk there
exists a partition of the identity (qj) tj=1 # P(Q), with tt(=, n), such that
" :
t
j=1
qj yiqj& yi"<$ 1im
" :
t
j=1
qj xlqj&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2<= \1ln
(3) \$$>0, \Y/N, a finite set, \k0, and \x # Pk  (Q 6 (N$ &
Pk)), x{0, there exists a partition of the identity (qj)Lj=1/P(Q) with
L40 &x&&122 +1 such that
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" :
L
j=1
qj yqj& y"<$$ \y # Y
" :
L
j=1
qj xqj"
2
2
< 34 &x&
2
2
(4) E(N$ & Q|)$ & P k|(Pk)=Q 6 (N$ & Pk) \k0
(5) E(N$ & Q|)$ & P |(P)=Q 6 (N$ & P).
Proof. (1) O (2): Suppose =>0, $>0, y1 , y2 , ..., ym # N and x1 , x2 , ...,
xn # Pk are given; then applying (1) to the elements [ yi : 1im]/N and
[xl , E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl) : 1ln]/Pk we find a partition of the identity (q
0
j ) j
in Q such that
":j q
0
j yi q
0
j & yi"2<min {
=
8
, $= 1im
":j q
0
j xl q
0
j &E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2<min {
=
8
, $= 1ln
":j q
0
j E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl) q
0
j &E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2<min {
=
8
, $= 1ln.
Moreover B :=span[q0j ]j=Alg[q
0
j ]j/Q is an Abelian von Neumann
subalgebra of Q an recalling that for x # Pk we have EB$ & Pk(x)=j qjxqj ,
we obtain
&EB$ & Pk(xl&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl))&2<
=
8
1ln.
Thus by the Lemma 2.2. we can find a partition of the identity (qj)1 jt
with projections in B such that t<t(=, n) and
" :
t
j=1
qj (xl&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)) qj"2<
=
2
1ln
so that
" :
t
j=1
qjxlqj&E Q 6 (N$ & Mk)(xl)"2
" :
t
j=1
qj (xl&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl))"2
+" :
t
j=1
qj (E Q6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)) qj&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2
=
2
+
=
4
<=;
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finally since each qj is a sum of some of the q0j ’s we have a fortiori
" :
t
j=1
qj yiqj& yi"2<$ 1im.
(2) O (1): It is obvious.
(2) O (4): Let [ yn]n # N be a dense sequence in N and [ml]l be an
orthonormal basis of Pk over Q and choose =>0. For any n let
(q (n)j )1 jt , tt(=, n) be a partition of the identity in Q such that
":j q
(n)
j yiq
(n)
j & yi"2<
1
n
1in
":j q
(n)
j mlq
(n)
j &E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(ml)"2<= \l.
Let then q|j : =(q
(n)
j )n # Q
|, 1 jt and observe that (q|j )1 jt is a parti-
tion of the identity in N$ & Q|. Indeed we have &i q|j yiq
|
j & yi&2=0 \i
and it follows trivially, by density, that [q|j , y]=0, 1 jt, \y # N.
Then B :=Alg[q|j : 1 jt] is an abelian von Neumann subalgebra of
N$ & Q| and we have
B$ & P|k #(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk#Q 6 (N$ & Pk).
On the other hand if x # Pk , &x&1, we can write x=l xlml xl # Q and
thus we obtain
&E(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk(x)&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x)&2
=":l xl (E(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk(ml)&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(ml))"2
:
l
&E(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk(ml)&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(ml)&2
:
l
&EB$ & Pk(ml)&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(ml)&2
:
l ":j q
|
j mlq
|
j &E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(ml)"2
([M : N]k+1) =
and by the arbitrariness of = and x # Pk we thus obtain E (N$ & Q|)$ & P k|(Pk)=
Q6 (N$ & Pk) for all k0.
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(4) O (3): Let =, $$>0, Y/N be a finite set, k0, and x # Pk
(Q 6 (N$ & Pk)); we have E(N$ & Q |)$ & Pk|(x)=E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x)=0, therefore
by 2.2 there exists a partition of the identity (q|j )1 jL/P(N$ & Q
|),
L40 &x&&122 +1 such that &j Q
|
j xq
|
j &
2
2<
3
4 &x&
2
2 . Moreover, since
Y/N, we have [q|j , y]=0, which implies that j q
|
j yq
|
j = y. If now q
|
j =
(q (n)j )n , with (q
(n)
j )j , being a partition of the identity in Q
|, then by setting
qj :=q (n1)j , for n1 large enough we obtain
" :
L
j=1
qj xqj"
2
2
< 34 &x&
2
2
" :
L
j=1
qj yqj& y"2<$$ \y # Y.
(3) O (2): Let =, $>0, y1 , y2 , ..., ym # N, k0, x1 , x2 , ..., xn # Pk be
given. Substituting, if necessary, $ with min[$, =2] we can suppose that
$<=2; let r be such that ( 34)
r } max1ln &xl &22<(=2)
2 and $$ :=$rn. Then
applying (3) to Y=[ y1 , y2 , ..., ym] _ EQ(xl (N$ & Pk)): 1ln] and x=
x1&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x1) we get a partition of the identity (q
1
j1
)1 j1s , with s
40(=2)&12+1, satisfying (3).
Then applying again (3) to j1 q
1
j1
Yq1j1 , j1 q
1
j1
xq1j1 and the same $$ we get
a refinement (q2j2)1 j2s2 such that
":j2 q
2
j2
yq2j2& y"2":j2 q
2
j2
yq2j2&:
j1
q1j1 yq
1
j1"2
+":j1 q
1
j1
yq1j1& y"2<2$$ \y # Y
":j2 q
2
j2
xq2j2"
2
2
 34 ":j1 q
1
j1
xq1j1"
2
2
( 34)
2 &x&22 .
After r steps we find a refinement (qrjr)1 jrsr of (q
r&1
jr&1 )1 jr&1sr&1 such that
":jr q
r
jr yq
r
jr& y"2":jr q
r
jr yq
r
jr& :
jr&1
qr&1jr&1 yq
r&1
jr&1 "2
+" :jr&1 q
r&1
jr&1 yq
r&1
jr&1 & y"2<r$$=
$
n
\y # Y
":jr q
r
jr xq
r
jr"
2
2

3
4 ":jr&1 q
r&1
jr&1 (x1&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x1)) q
r&1
jr&1 "
2
2
<\34+
r
&x&22<\=2+
2
.
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We now consider (3) applied to jr qjr Yqjr and x=jr qjr x2qjr , and the
same $$ to get, after r steps, and exactly as before, a refinement (q2rj2r)1 j2rs2r
such that
":j2r qj2r yqj2r& y"2<2
$
n
\y # Y
":j2r qj2r(x2&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x2)) qj2r"
2
2
<\=2+
2
and we observe that we also have
":j2r qj2r(x1&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(x1)) qj2r"2<\
=
2+
2
.
Finally we get a partition of the identity (qj) j=(qnrjnr)1 jnrsnr such that
":j qj yqj& y"2<$ \y # Y
":j qj xl qj&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)"2":j qj (xl&E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl)) qj"2
+":j qj E Q 6 (N$ & Pk)(xl) qj&xl"2
$+
=
2
<= 1ln.
Observe that the cardinality of (qj) j is at most (40(=2)&12+
1)(n(2 ln(=2)
&1ln 43))=t(=2, n).
(4)  (5): It follows trivially from the normality of the conditional
expectations involved and by observing that EN$ & Q |)$ & P |(Pk)=
E(N$ & Q|)$ & P k|(Pk), \k. K
We note some trivial properties.
2.5. Proposition. (1) Suppose Q/P is centrally free, then
\
N :=Mn(Q)
_
Q
/
/
M :=Mn(P)
_
P + is centrally free;
(2) Suppose Q/N is any inclusion, then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=Mn(N)
_
P :=Mn(Q) + is cen-
trally free.
Proof. Trivial by the definition. K
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2.6. Proposition. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free, then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +
Mn(C) is centrally free.
Proof. Trivial by the definition. K
2.7. Proposition. (1) If \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free, then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +p
is centrally free \p # P(Q), p{0.
(2) If \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +po is centrally free for some po # P(Q), po{0, then
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free.
Proof. (1) By the same observations as in the proof of the analogous
statement for approximate innerness (Proposition 1.6) we have that
E(N$ & Q|)$ & P |(P)=Q 6 (N$ & P) implies that E(N$p & Qp|)$ & (Pp)|((Pp))=
Qp 6 (N$p & (Pp)).
(2) If ppo is a projection in Q such that {( p)=1n for some n # N,
then by (1) we have that \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +p=\\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +po+p is centrally free and
the statement follows by 2.5, since \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +&\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +pMn(C). K
2.8. Proposition. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free, then
\
M2i+1
_
P2i+1
/
/
Mj
_
Pj + is centrally free \i, j # Z with 2i+1 j (where Mi=N&i&1 ,
Pi=Q&i&1 for i&1, and \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + is any choice
of the tunnel ).
Proof. By [PiPo2] the basic construction for \
N
_
Q
/
/
Ml
_
Pl + is
\
N
_
Q
/
/
Ml
_
Pl
/
/
M2l+1
_
P2l+1
/
/
M3l+2
_
M3l+2
/ } } } /
/ } } } /
Mkl+k&1
_
Pkl+k&1
/
/
M(k+1) l+k
_
P(k+1) l+k
/ } } }
/ } } } +
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so that, since \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free, we have E(N$ & Q|)$ & P i|(Pi)=
Q6 (N$ & Pi), \i0, which implies E(N$ & Q|)$ & P|kl+(k&i)(Pkl+(k&i))=Q 6
(N$ & Pkl+(k&i)), \k0; therefore \
N
_
Q
/
/
Ml
_
Pl + is centrally free \l0.
Moreover \
M2i&1
_
P2i&1
/
/
Mj
_
Pj + is an amplification of \
N
_
Q
/
/
Mj&2i
_
Pj&2i + and
\
N2i
_
Q2i
/
/
Mj
_
Pj + is a reduction of \
N
_
Q
/
/
M2i+ j
_
P2i+ j +, so that by 2.6 and 2.7 they
both follow centrally free as well. K
2.9. Corollary. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free, then P$i & Pj=
M$i & Mj=M$i & Pj for all i< j # Z, where Mi=N&i&1 , Pi=Q&i&1 for
i&1, and \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + is any choice of the tunnel.
As a consequence we have that GQ, P=GN, M and GP, P1=GM, M1 and in
particular 1Q, P=1N, M and 1P, P1=1M, M1 .
Proof. We first observe that N 6 (Q$ & Mk)/E(N$ & Q|)$ & Mk|(Mk) and,
by the non-degeneracy of \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +, that Mk=span NPk , for all k0.
We then have:
N6 (N$ & Mk)/E(N$ & Q|)$ & Mk|(Mk)
=span NE(N$ & Q|)$ & Mk|(Pk)
=span NE(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk|(Pk)
=span N(Q 6 (N$ & Pk))
=span N(N$ & Pk)
=N6 (N$ & Pk).
Therefore, since Pk/Mk , we obtain N$ & Mk=N$ & Pk . On the other
hand, since
Q 6 (Q$ & Pk)/E(N$ & Q|)$ & Pk|(Pk)=Q 6 (N$ & Pk)
we obtain N$ & Pk=Q$ & Mk=N$ & Mk=Q$ & Pk for all k0.
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Now, if [mj]j is an orthonormal basis of P over Q and x # P$ & Pk , then
x # Q$ & Pk=N$ & Mk and [x, mj]=0; thus, recalling that j mjmj*=
[M : N] I we have x=* j mj xmj*, *=[M : N]&1; hence for y # M
yx=* :
j
ymjxmj*=* :
i, j
miEN(mi* ymj) xmj*
=* :
i, j
mi xEN(mi* ymj) mj*
=* :
i
mi x :
j
EN(mi* ymj) mj*
=\* :i mi xmi*+ y=xy.
Therefore x # M$ & Pk , i.e., P$ & Pk/M$ & Pk , and we have
M$ & Mk/N$ & Mk=N$ & Pk/P$ & Pk/M$ & Pk/M$ & Mk
and all algebras follow equal for all k0.
By the same arguments as before and 3.8 we obtain P$i & Pj=M$i & Mj
for all i, j # Z such that i< j; moreover P$i & Pj=EPj (P$i & Pj)=EPj (M$i &
Mj)=M$i & Pj .
The remaining statements are trivial. K
It is now easy to deduce the following
2.10. Proposition. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free; then Q/P and
N/M are both centrally free.
We now consider some examples of centrally free commuting squares
arising from the actions of groups on factors and their subfactors. First
recall some definitions.
2.11. Definition ([Loi]). Given an inclusion N/M of type II1 factors,
we shall say that an automorphism : # Aut(M) is centrally free on (N/M)
iff it is in Aut(N/M) and is properly outer on M$ & N|.
If _ : G  Aut(M) is an action of a group G by automorphisms of M,
then _ is centrally free on (N/M) iff each _g , g # G"[e] is centrally free
on (N/M), or equivalently G acts properly outer on M$ & N|.
Also recall from [Po4, 5] (see also [ChK]) that _ is properly outer on
N/M if M$ & Mk __ G=M$ & Mk , \k.
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Finally, we recall the following characterization of centrally free actions
on subfactors due to Popa (see also [Ka2] for the finite depth case of
condition 3)).
2.12. Theorem [Po4, 5]). The following first two conditions are equivalent
for an action _ of a group G and they are equivalent to the third one if
N/M is strongly amenable:
(1) _ is centrally free on (N/M)
(2) \=>0 _(qj) j/P(M$ & N|) partition of the identity, such that
":j qj _g(qj)"2<= \g # G"[e]
(3) _ is properly outer on (N/M).
Thus we get:
2.13. Proposition. Suppose Q/N is an inclusion of type II1 factors
such that N$ & Q|{CI ( for instance if (S/R) is stable); let also _ be an
outer action of a finite group G by automorphisms of N fixing Q globally,
i.e., _g # Aut(N, Q), with _g outer on both N and Q, \g # G. Then
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=N __ G
_
P :=Q __ G + is centrally free iff _ is centrally free on (Q/N).
Proof. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
N __ G
_
Q __ G+ is centrally free; fix =>0, let [ yn] be a
dense sequence in N and consider the finite set of elements [ug]g # G"[e]/
M=N __ G which implement the automorphisms _g , g # G"[e]; we then
find (according to 2.4) a partition of the identity [q (n)j ]1 jt in P(Q), with
tt(=, |G| ), such that
":j q
(n)
j ugq
(n)
j &E Q 6 (N$ & Q __ G)(ug)"2<= \g # G"[e]
":j q
(n)
j ylq
(n)
j & y"2<
1
n
1ln.
Let q|j :=(q
(n)
j )n # Q
|, then recalling that N$ & (Q __ G)=N$ & (N __ G)=
CI and that EQ(ug)=0 \g{e, we have
":j q
|
j _g(q
|
j )"2=":j q
|
j ug q
|
j ug*"2=":j q
|
j ugq
|
j "2<=
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Moreover j q|j yn q
|
j = yn \n, i.e., by density, (q
|
j ) j/N$ & Q
| and, by 2.12,
_ is centrally free on (Q/N).
Conversely suppose that _ is centrally free on (Q/N). Fix =>0, k0
and suppose (according to 2.12) that (qj) j/P(N$ & Q|) is a partition of
the identity such that &j qj _g(qj)&2=&j qj ugqj &2<=|G|k+1, \g # G"[e].
Suppose first that k=0, and let x1 , x2 , ..., xn # P0=P=Q __ G, &xl&<1,
\l, with xl=g # G xlgug , x
l
g # Q. We have
":j qjxl qj&E Q 6 (N$ & Q __ G)(xl)"2
=":j, g qjx
l
gugqj&x
l
e"2
" :j, g{e qjx
l
gugqj"2+":j x
l
eqj&x
l
e"2
 :
g{e
&qjug qj&2<=.
Suppose now that k=1 and let e1 be the Jones projection for Q/
P/e1 P1 ; we observe that [ |G| 12 ug e1uh]g, h # G is an orthonormal basis of
P1 over Q and that N$ & P1=span[ug e1ug*]g # G : in fact for y # N we have
(ug e1uh) y=ug e1_h&1( y) uh
=ug_h&1( y) e1uh
=_(hg)&1( y) uge1uh
equals y(uge1 uh) for all y # N iff _(hg)&1=idN , i.e. h= g&1.
Let then x1 , x2 , ..., xn # P1 , &xl &1, \l, and suppose xl=g, h # G xlg, kug
e1uh , xlg, h # Q; we then have
":j qj xlqj&E Q 6 (N$ & P1)(xl)"2
=" :j, g, h qjx
l
g, huge1uh qj&:
g
xlg, g&1 uge1ug*"2
 :
g # G ":j qjx
l
g, g&1ug e1ug*qj&x
l
g, g&1uge1 ug*"2
+ :
g{h&1 ":j qjuge1uhqj"2
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= :
g{h&1 ":j qjuge1_h&1(qj) uh"2
= :
g{h&1 ":j qjug_h&1(qj) e1 uh"2
= :
g{h&1 ":j qj_ (hg)&1(qj) uge1uh"2
 :
g{h&1 ":j qj_ (hg)&1(qj)"2<=.
For general k we observe that ([PiPo1])
[ |G|k(k+1)4 ug0 e1e2 } } } ekug1 e1e2 } } } ek&1ug2 } } } ugk&1 e1ugk]g0 , g1 , ..., gk # G
is an orthonormal basis of Mk over N and that by 5.1.4 in [Po3] we have
N$ & Pk=span[ug0 e1e2 } } } ekug1 e1e2 } } } ek&1 } } } ugk&1e1ugk : g0g1 } } } gk=e].
Then the same arguments as before apply as well. K
2.14. Proposition. Suppose S/R is an inclusion of type II1 factors
such that R$ & S|{CI ( for instance if (S/R) is stable) and let
%i # Aut(R, S), i=0, 1, 2, ..., n, %0=idR and %=(%0 , %1 , %2 , ..., %n); then
\
N %
_
Q%
/
/
M %
_
P% +, where M% :=Mn+1(R), P% :=Mn+1(S) and N % (resp. Q%)=
{\
x
O
%1(x)
. . .
O
%n(x)+ # M%: x # R (resp. S)= , is centrally free iff any % in
the group of automorphisms generated by the %i ’s that is not in Int(S) is
centrally free on (S/R), \i.
Proof. For simplicity we consider the case when n=1, i.e., when we
have only one automorphism: we then simply write \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + instead of
\
N %
_
Q%
/
/
M %
_
P% + and % instead of %1 . In the general case the proof is the same.
We then observe that N$ & P=Ce11 Ce22 where [eij]2i, j=1 is the
canonical system of matrix units in M2(C). Moreover if x # R (resp. S) we
denote by x~ :=xe11+%(x) e22 the corresponding element in N (resp. Q)
and notice that R % x  x~ # N (resp. S % x  x~ # Q) is an isomorphism.
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Suppose then that % is centrally free on (S/R); given =>0, there exists
a partition of the identity (qj) j in R$ & S| such that & j qj %(qj)&2<=.
Then (q~ j)j is a partition of the identity in N$ & Q|, and we have for
arbitrary xil in the unit ball of S
":j q~ j (x12e12) q~ j"2=":j qj x12%(qj) e12"2
=":j qj %(qj) x12e12"2
":j qj %(qj)"2<=
and analogously
":j q~ j (x21 e21) q~ j"2":j %(qj) qj"2<=.
If we then let B :=Alg((q~ j) j/N$ & Q|, by applying the Kadison’s inequality
we obtain for i{l :
&E(N$ & Q|)$ & P(xileil)&2&EB$ & P(xileil)&2<=
and by the arbitrariness of =, E(N$ & Q|)$ & P(xileil)=0. On the other
hand since E(N$ & Q|)$ & P(P)#Q 6 (N$ & P)=Q 6 (Ce11Ce22), we have
E(N$ & Q|)$ & P(P)=Q 6 (N$ & P). If we replace P with Pk for all k0, then
the proof goes in a similar way, thus showing that \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally
free.
Conversely, suppose now that \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free; let [ yn]n # N
be a dense sequence in R, and fix =>0. For every n1, applying the defini-
tion of central freeness to =, $ :=1n, y1 , y2 , ..., yn # N, k :=0, and e12=
e12 I # P0=P, we find a partition of the identity (q~ (n)j )
t
j=1 in Q, with tt(=, 1),
such that
":j q~
(n)
j y~ lq~
(n)
j & y~ l"2<
1
n
1ln
":j q~
(n)
j e12q~
(n)
j &E Q 6 (N$ & P)(e12)"2<=.
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But E Q 6 (N$ & P)(eil)=$il eil and q~
(n)
j e12q~
(n)
j =qj%(qj) e12 , while q~
(n)
j y~ lq~
(n)
j &
y~ l=(qj ylqj& yl)+%(qjulqj& yl) so that we have
":j q
(n)
j ylq
(n)
j & yl"2<
1
n
1ln
":j q
(n)
j %(q
(n)
j )"<=.
Hence if q|j :=(q
(n)
j )n # S
| we have that (q|j )j is a partition of the identity
in R$ & S| such that &j q|j %(q
|
j )&<=, showing that % is centrally free on
(S/R). K
2.15. Remark. Loi gave examples of inclusions Q/N of finite depth
and N hyperfinite, with an aperiodic automorphism : # Aut(Q/N) which
acts properly outer on (Q/N), and therefore is centrally free on (Q/N),
with nontrivial standard part (:st{idN st) ([Loi]). Thus : is not Q-approxi-
mately inner.
Hence if G :=[: j : 1 jp :=period of :]/Aut(Q/N) denotes the
group generated by such a periodic automorphism, the commuting square
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=N _: G
_
P :=Q _: G + follows centrally free but not approximately inner.
On the other hand let F2 be the free group with two generators (that we
denote by u and v); let for all k # F2 , Rk$R be a copy of the hyperfinite
II1 factor and let RF2 :=}k # F2 Rk which is isomorphic to R as well.
Consider the Bernoulli shift _ : F2  Aut(RF2) defined by _h(}k xk) :=
}k yk with yk=xh&1k , h, k # F2 on the dense subalgebra R0F2 :=[x=:
}k xk : xk=I Rk for all k # F2 but finitely many] and then extended by
continuity to the whole RF2 . Then _ is a strongly ergodic action of F2 on
RF2 (i.e., it is ergodic on R$F2 & (RF2)
|) and the diagonal subfactor Q :=
{\
x
0
0
0
_u(x)
0
0
0
_v(x)+ : x # R=/RF2M3(C)=: N satisfies N$ & Q|=CI ([Bi]).
Let now : : G  Aut(R) be an outer action of a finite group G on R; let
G act on RF2 via the product type action :F2 : G  Aut(RF2) defined by
(:F2)g :=}k # F2 :g, k , where :g, k=:g on Rk$R.
Then :F2 and _ commute, so that : F2 extends to an action :~ of G on the
diagonal inclusion (Q/N) by :~ g( xijeij)= (:F2)g (xij)eij .
N$ & Q|=CI implies that :~ is not centrally free on (Q/N); therefore
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M :=N _:~ G
_
P :=Q _:~ G + is not centrally free.
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These two examples show in particular that, unlike the case of inclusions
where if the algebras are hyperfinite the inclusions follow automatically
approximately inner and centrally free ([Po 1]), in the setting of commuting
squares even if all algebras are hyperfinite and the horizontal and vertical
Jones’ indices are both finite, in general neither approximate innerness nor
central freeness follow automatically.
However, as in 1.13, the following proposition provides another class of
examples of centrally free commuting square.
2.16. Proposition. Suppose the commuting square \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + satisfies
the independence property, the vertical inclusion Q/N is stable, approxi-
mately inner, centrally free and has strongly amenable graph 1Q, N , and the
diagonal inclusion Q/M is centrally freer; then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is centrally free.
Proof. Let y1 , y2 , ..., yn # N, k0, x1 , x2 , ..., xm # Pk and =>0. By
[Po1], since Q/N is as above, given any $10 there exist an even lk
and a choice of the tunnel N#Q#Q1#Q2# } } } #Ql up to l such that
yi #$1 Ql 6 (Q$l & N) and E Q 6 (Q$ & Pk)(xj) #$1 Ql 6 (Q$l & Q) 6 (Q$ & Pk)=
Ql 6 (Q$l & Pk) (the last equality following by the independence property).
Moreover since Q/M is centrally free, Q/M2l is also centrally free; but
Q/M2l is an amplification of Ql/Ml so that Ql/Ml follows centrally
free as well ([Po1]). Thus, by [Po2] Ql/Pk is also centrally free. Hence
if we now write E Ql 6 (Q$l & N)( yi)=j yij eij with yij # Ql and eij # Q$l & N,
then we can find a partition of the identity (qr)r in Ql such that
&r qr yijqr& yij &<=1 with $1 and =1 sufficiently small to insure that
&r qr yiqr& yi&<= for all i. Analogously one obtains &r qr xiqr&
EQ 6 (N$ & Pk)(xi)&<&r qr xi qr&E Ql 6 (Q$l & Pk)(xi)&<= for all 1{im. K
3. THE MAIN RESULT
We can now state our main result.
3.1. Theorem. Let \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + be a non-degenerate commuting square of
type II1 factors. Assume that:
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(i) 1Q, P is strongly amenable;
(ii) Q/N is stable, i.e., (Q/N)$(Q/N)R (where R is the
hyperfinite II1 factor);
(iii) \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is approximately inner and centrally free.
Then we have the split-off isomorphism \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +$
\
NN st
_
QN st
/
/
NM st
_
QM st+=\\
N
_
Q +
st
/\
M
_
P +
st
+\
N
_
Q + where N st/M st is the
standard model of the inclusion N/M. In particular the isomorphism class
of the commuting square is completely determined by the isomorphism class
of Q/N and GN, M .
Conversely if the above isomorphism holds true, then the commuting square
satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii).
Our proof follows step by step the proof of the original statement for
inclusions of factors of Popa ([Po1]).
Thus we shall use his functional analytical encoding of the amenability
condition on 1N, M and then his localization-globalization principle and
exhaustion techniques.
The idea is to choose the tunnel from the ‘‘lower’’ inclusion in the com-
muting square, in a similar manner Popa does for a single inclusion, but
so that to work for the ‘‘upper’’ inclusion as well, by using the approximate
innerness and central freeness conditions.
This ‘‘simultaneous’’ handling of the upper and lower rows of the com-
muting square will however require a bit more work which we shall
emphasize in details.
Conversely if the above isomorphism holds true, then the commuting
square satisfies (i), (ii), and (iii).
Proof. Note that, by central freeness we have (Proposition 2.10) P$i &
Pj=M$i & Mj=M$i & Pj for all i< j # Z, where Mi=N&i&1 , Pi=Q&i&1 for
i&1, and \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + so that, in particular, we
have 1Q, P=1N, M .
We also remind that by [Bi] and [Po6] the stability of Q/N is equiv-
alent to the fact that N$ & Q| is a von Neumann algebra of type II1 . If this
is the case then N$ & Q|/N$ & P| is homogeneous-Markov ([Po2]).
We shall make occasionally use of the following:
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3.2. Notation.
Given a choice \
N
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni1_
Qi1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nik_
Qik
# } } }
# } } } + of the
tunnel and any x # M we have
E Nik 6 (N$ik & M)(x)= :
r, s, l
(x)k, lr, s e
k, l
r, s ,
where (x)k, lr, s :=ENik(e
k, l
r, s E Nik 6 (N$ik & M)(x)) and [e
k, l
r, s]r, s, l is a system of matrix
units for N$ik & M viewed as an orthonormal basis of Nik 6 (N$ik & M)$
Nik  (N$ik & M) over Nik .
The proof is divided in several steps:
3.3. Step 1. Under the assumptions of the theorem, given any even
i0, any choice of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni
_
Qi+ up to i, any finite
sets U/M, Y/Ni , with I # U=U*/U (M) and Y/U, and any =>0,
there exist an even m, a continuation of the tunnel up to m,
\
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm
_
Qm+, x1 , x2 , ..., xt # Qi , and projections fl in N$m & Ni ,
1lt such that
(1) y # = Nm \y # Y
(2) &[xj , y]&2<= \y # Y
(3) E Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)(xj*xl)=E Nm 6 (N$m & Ni)(xj*xl)=$j, l fl 1 j, lt
(4) :
j
{(xj*xj)&:
j, k
&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk)&
2
2<= :
j
{(xj*xj) \u # U.
Proof. By the Fo% lner condition for 1N, M there exist an even m and
f # P(Z(N$m & Ni))#P(Z(Q$m & Qi)) such that if \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm
_
Qm+ is
any continuation of the tunnel up to m, then the projection p :=[Ni f (N$m &
M)] # (M, Nm 6 (N$m & M)) satisfies &p&z( p)&22, Tr<= &p&
2
2, Tr ([Po1]),
where z( p) denotes the central support of p in (M, Nm 6 (N$m & M)).
Let f =fF where F=[k1 , k2 , ..., ks]/Km so that if pl is the minimal cen-
tral projection of Nm 6 (N$m & Ni) (note that Z(Nm 6 (N$m & Ni))=
Z(N$m & Ni)) corresponding to the kl th central summand of Nm 6 (N$m &
Ni), then fF :=sl=1 pl . For each pl # Z(Q$m & Qi) let [m
l
j]
n(l )
j=1 be an
orthonormal basis of pl Qi pl over (Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl . By the commuting
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square condition and N$m & Ni=Q$m & Qi , this is an orthonormal basis of
pl Ni pl over (Nm 6 (N$m & Ni)) pl as well.
By factoriality we can suppose that
E Nm 6 (N$m & Ni)(m
l
j
*mlj)={plql # P(Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl
1 jn(l )&1
j=n(l )
and if m is large, then dl, m :=dim((Q$m & Qi) pl) is also large so that,
denoting by {~ ={ (Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl the unique normalized trace on the factor
(Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl , there exists al, m # [1, 2, ..., dl, m] such that 0<{~ (ql)&
bl, m(dl, m)&1, where bl, m :=al, mdl, m .
But then if q~ l # P(Q$m & Qi) pl and q0l # P((Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl), q
0
l ql
are such that {~ (q~ l)=bl, m and, respectively, {~ (q0l )=bl, m , then by factoriality
of (Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl there exist partial isometries vl # (Qm 6 (Q$m &
Qi)) pl such that vlvl*=q0l and vl*vl=q~ l . Then setting
m~ lj={m
l
j
mljvl
1 jn(l )&1
j=n(l )
we have that [m~ lj]
n(l )
j=1 is an orthonormal system of plQi pl over (Qm 6 (Q$m &
Qi)) pl (equivalently plNi pl over (Nm 6 (N$m & Ni)) pl) which is almost
complete (i.e. it is almost an orthonormal basis) in the sense that we can
complete it with an additional element m~ ln(l )+1 # plQi pl , such that setting
q^l=E Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)((m~
l
n(l )+1)* m~
l
n(l )+1) one has &q^l&2 m   0.
We thus have
E Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)((m~
l
j)* m~
l
j $)
q~ l # P((Q$m & Qi) pl) j=n(l )
=$j, j $ {pl 0 jn(l )&1q^l # P((Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)) pl) j=n(l )+1.
Let now [vlr]r be some partial isometries such that the projection p~ l :=
vrl*vlr lies in (Q$m & Qi) pl and commutes with m~
l
j for all j (this is possible
for instance by approximate innerness of Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi # Qi), and such
that the projection r vlr vr
l* is approximately equal to I.
Then [vlrm~
l
j]r, j, l is almost an orthonormal basis of Qi f over (Qm 6 (Q$m &
Qi)) f (in the sense already used before, i.e., r vlrvr
l*  I for m  ).
Let now [xk]k be a relabeling of [vr m~ lj]r, l, jn(l ) and let p~ =k xk
eMNm 6 (N$m & M)x*k ; from &q^l&2 m   0 we deduce that &p~ & p&2 m   0 so
that for m sufficiently large we get &p~ &z( p~ )&22, Tr<= &p~ &22, Tr . At this point
we observe that this last relation implies
&p~ &up~ u*&22, Tr<= &p~ &
2
2, Tr \u # U (M).
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Claim. &p~ &up~ u*&22, Tr<= &p~ &
2
2, Tr \u # U (M) implies (4).
We shall write for brevity e :=eMNm 6 (N$m & M) , E :=E
M
Nm 6 (N$m & M)
, and
Tr :=TrNm 6 (N$m & M) (recall that Tr(xe)={(x) \x # M). Then we have
&p~ &up~ u*&22, Tr=Tr(( p~ &up~ u*)* ( p~ &up~ u*))
=Tr( p~ & p~ up~ u*&up~ u*p~ +up~ u*)
=2 Tr( p~ &up~ u*p~ )
=2 Tr((I&up~ u*) p~ )
=2 Tr \:j, k (I&uxjexj u*) xk exk*+
=2 :
j, k
Tr(xk*(I&uxj exju*) xke)
=2 :
j, k
Tr((xk*xk&xk*uxjE(xju*xk)) e)
=2 :
k
{(xk*xk)&2 :
j, k
{((xk*uxj) E(xju*xk))
=2 :
k
{(xk*xk)&2 :
j, k
{(E(xk*uxj) E(xj u*xk))
=2 \:k {(xk*xk)&:j, k &E(xj*uxk)&
2
2+
and
&p~ &22, Tr=Tr( p~ )=Tr \:j xjexj*+=:j Tr(xj*xje)=:j {(xj*xj).
Since (U _ Y)/U (M) we get our claim.
Finally by the approximate innerness of \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + there exists a choice
of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + such that y # = k=1 Nk ,
\y # Y.
Let B :=k=1 Nk , R :=

k=1 N$k & M#k=1 Q$k & P and S :=
k=1 N$k & N=R & N, then [B, R]=0 (in fact if for instance x # B and
y # R0 :=k=1 N$k & M, then there exists k such that y # N$k & M, \k>k ;
since x # Nk , \k we have [x, y]=0 and thus by continuity [x, z]=0
\z # R). Moreover by the strong ergodicity of 1N, M , R, S, and Sk are factors
for all k1 ([Po2, 3]); also 1N, M=1R, S and any orthonormal basis of Si
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over Sm 6 (S$m & Si), is also an orthonormal basis of Qi over Qm 6 (Q$m & Qi)
([Po1, 2]).
Therefore if we choose the family [xj]j to lie in Si , from y # = k=1 Nk ,
\y # Y, we get &[xj , y]&2< f (=), \y # Y. K
3.4. Step 2. Under the assumptions of the theorem, and with the nota-
tions and results established in Step 1 we have that given any i0, any
choice of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni
_
Qi+ up to i, any finite sets U/M,
Y/Ni with I # U=U*/U(M) and Y/U, and any =>0, there exists an
even n, and a continuation of the tunnel up to n, \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nn
_
Qn+,
[vj]j # Qi partial isometries and a projection q # Qn such that
(1) y # = Nn \y # Y
(2) &[vj , y]&2<= &q&2 \y # Y
(3) vj*vk=$jkq
(4) :
j
{(vj*vj)&:
j, k
&E Nn 6 (N$n & M)(vj*uvk)&
2
2<= :
j
{(vj*vj) \x # U _ Y.
Proof. By central freeness of \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + and applying the definition to
the finite set of elements Y _ [xj*uxk : 1 j, kt; u # U] we find a projec-
tion q0 # Qm such that
&q0xj*uxkq0&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk) q0&0<$ &q0&2 1 j, kt, \u # U
&[ y, q0]&2<$ &q0&2 \y # Y
Since I # U and U=U* we have in particular
&q0xj*xk q0&$jk fkq0 &2<$ &q0&2 1 j, kt
and
&[q0 , E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk)]&2
=&q0E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk)&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk) q0&2
&q0E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk)&q0 xj*uxk q0&2
+&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk) q0&q0xj*uxk q0&2
2 } $ &q0&2 .
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Then, as a consequence of the perturbation Lemma A2.1 in [Po3] we
find partial isometries v0j # Qi such that
(a) &v0j &xjq0&2 f ($) } &q0&2 1 jt
(b) v0j *v
0
k=$jk fkq0 1 j, kt
(c) &v0j *uv
0
k&q0 E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(xj*uxk) q0&2< f ($) } &q0&2 1 j, kt,
\u # U, where lim$  0 f ($)=0. Then if $ is small enough we obtain
(d) j {(v0j *v
0
j )&j, k &E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&
2
2<= j{(v
0
j
*v0j )
(e) j {(v0j *v
0
j )&j, k &v
0
j
*uv0k&
2
2<= j {(v
0
j
*v0j )
(f ) &[v0j , y]&2<= } &q&2 \y # Y.
At this moment we are almost done since (b), (d), and (e) are very
similar to (2), (3), and (4), respectively: the only difference is between the
conditions (b) and (2): v0j *v
0
j = fj q0 # P(Nm 6 (N$m & M)) whereas we
require vj*vj=q # Qm .
Since 1P, Q=1N, M is amenable and ergodic then 1Q, Q1=1P1 , P is ergodic
as well [Po3], and k Q$k & Qi is a factor; therefore if n is sufficiently larger
than m, fi will have almost scalar central trace in Q$n & Qi .
Moreover by approximate innerness, given ’>0, we choose a continua-
tion of the tunnel up to n \
Nm
_
Qm
#
#
Nm+1
_
Qm+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nn
_
Qn+ such that q0 # Qn ,
ENn( y) #’ Nn , \y # Y and &(v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s&ENn((v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s)&2<(’ &q0 &2 dim
(N$m & M)) \u # U, where E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)=l, r, s (v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s } e
m, l
r, s ,
(see Notation 3.2), [em, lr, s ]l, r, s being a system of matrix units for N$m & M=
Q$m & P. Note that (v0j *uv
0
k)
l
r, s # Nm , \r, s, l, \u # U. Thus we obtain
&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&E Nn 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&2
=" :l, r, s (v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s } e
m, l
r, s & :
l, r, s
ENn((v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s) } e
m, l
r, s "2
=" :l, r, s [(v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s&ENn((v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s)] } e
m, l
r, s "2
 :
l, r, s
&(v0j *uv0k) lr, s&ENn((v
0
j
*uv0k)
l
r, s)&2 } &em, lr, s &
<’ } &q0&2 .
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Thus for ’ small enough we shall still have \u # U:
:
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*)&:
j, k
&E Nn 6 (N$n & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&
2
2
:
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*)&:
j, k
&E Nn 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&
2
2+t
2 } ’ } &q0&2
:
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*)&:
j, k
&E Nm 6 (N$m & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&
2
2+2t
2 } ’ } &q0&2
<= } :
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*).
Moreover since Q/N is stable, given any d # N there exists a matrix
subfactor A$Md (C) in Qn such that
:
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*)&:
j, k
&E A$ & Nn 6 (N$n & M)(v
0
j
*uv0k)&22<= } :
j
{(v0j v
0
j
*).
Let now [ers]dr, s be a system of matrix units for A and put q :=q0e11 ;
then (v0j er1)* (v
0
kes1)=e1r v
0
j
*v0j es1=$rs$jk fk q0e11=$rs$jk fk q is a projec-
tion and [v0j er, 1]1 jt, 1rd are partial isometries, and if [v
1
j ]1 jdt is a
relabeling of [v0j er, 1]1 jt, 1rd and [ fk]1kdt is a relabeling of
[ fj, r]1 jt, 1rd with fj, r= fj 1rd, then we have
(b$) v1j *v
1
k=$jk fkq 1 j, kdt
(d$) :
j
{(v1j *v
1
j )&:
j, k
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*uv1k)&
2
2<= :
j
{(v1j *v
1
j )
(e$) :
j
{(v1j *v
1
j )&:
j, k
&v1j *uv1k&22<= :
j
{(v1j *v
1
j )
(f $) &[v1j , y]&2<= } &q&2 \y # Y.
We now use Popa’s ‘‘cutting and gluing’’ technique to get the required
family of partial isometries [vj]j from the [v1j ]j ’s.
Suppose first that [a jl ]l, j are partial isometries in N$n & Ni=Q$n & Qi
such that l a jl a
j
l
*= fj ; then [v1j a
j
l ]l, j satisfy (v
1
j a
j
l )* (v
1
j $a
j $
l $ )=a
j
l
*v1j *v
1
j $a
k
l $=
$jj $ fjqa jl *a
j
l $=$jj $$ll $a
j
l
*a jl and (v
1
j $a
k
l $)(v
1
j a
j
l )*=v
1
j $a
k
l $a
j
l
*v1j *=a
j $
l $ a
j
l
*v1j $v
1
j
*,
moreover
:
l, l $
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)((v
1
j a
j
l )* xv
1
j $ a
j $
l $ )&
2
2
=:
l, l $
{[E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(a
j $
l $
*vj $
1*x*v1j a
j
l )
_E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(a
j
l
*v1j *xv
1
j $a
j $
l $ )]
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=:
l, l $
{[a j $l $ *E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(vj $
1*x*v1j ) a
j
l a
j
l
*
_E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*xv1j $) a
j $
l $ ]
=:
l, l $
{[a j $l $ a
j $
l $
*E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(vj $
1*x*v1j ) a
j
l a
j
l
*
_E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(V
1
j
*xv1j $)]
={[ fj $E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(vj $
1*x*v1j ) fj E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*xv1j $)]
={[E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)( fj $ vj $
1*x*v1j ) E (A$ & Nn)6 (N$n & M)( fjv
1
j
*xv1j $)]
={[E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(vj $
1*x*v1j ) E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*xv1j $)]
=&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*xv1j $)&
2
2
so that if [v2j ]j is a relabeling of [v
1
j a
j
l ]l, j we have
:
j, k
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
2
j
*xv2k)&22
= :
j, k, l, l $
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)((v
1
j a
j
l )* xv
1
j $a
j $
l $ )&
2
2
=:
j, k
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
1
j
*xv1j $)&
2
2 ,
whereas
:
j
{(v2j *v
2
j )=:
j, l
{((v1j a
j
l )* v
1
j a
j
l )=:
j, l
{(a jl *v
1
j
*v1j a
j
l )
=:
j, l
{(a jl a
j
l
*v1j *v
1
j )=:
j
{ \:l a
j
l a
j
l
*v1j *v
1
j +
=:
j
{( fjv1j *v
1
j )=:
j
{(v1j *v
1
j ),
and we obtain
(d") :
j
{(v2j *v
2
j )&:
j, k
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v
2
j
*uv22)&
2
2<= :
j
{(v2j *v
2
j )
(e") :
j
{(v2j *v
2
j )&:
j, k
&v2j *uv
2
k&
2
2<= :
j
{(v2j *v
2
j ).
Since the projections [ fj]j have almost scalar central trace in Q$n & Qi we
then choose the partial isometries [a jl ]l, j such that, given an arbitrary
$>0, one can partition the index set A of the family of partial isometries
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[v2j ]j # A as A=A0 _ A1 _ A2 _ } } } Ab in a way that \j1 v
2
k$v
2
k
*=0 if
k${k, k, k$ # Aj and so that the projections qj : =k # Aj v
2
k
*v2k satisfy
|{(q)&{(qj)|<($b2) {(q). Observe that b=b(d ), d2 being the dimension of
the matrix subfactor A of Qn (all computations till here were independent
on d ), and limd   b(d)=+.
For 1 jb let v$j :=k # Aj v
2
k ; then v$j vj$*=k, k$ # Aj v
2
kv
2
k$
*=k # Aj v
2
k
v2k* is a projection, i.e., the [v$j]
b
j=1 are partial isometries with
&vj$*v$j&q&22=&k, k$ # Aj v
2
k$
*v2k&q&
2
2={(q)&{(qj)<($b
2) {(q) (observe
that qjq), and vj $$*v$j=k$ # Aj $, k # Aj v
2
k$
*v2k=0.
Moreover since {(v0$*v$0)1 jb {(vj$*v$j)=$ is small, we can skip v$0
from the corresponding summation with a small loss for =, thus getting like
in [Po1]:
:
j jb
{(vj$*v$j)& :
1 j, kb
&E (A$ & Nn) 6 (N$n & M)(v$jxv$k)&
(=+(1+=) $) :
1 jb
{(vj$*v$j).
Finally we extend each v$j to a partial isometry vj # Qn so that v*j $ vj=
$jj $ q 1 j, j $b. From this point on we can ignore the finite dimensional
subfactor A in the last inequality, thus obtaining (4).
Also if vj" :=vj&v$j then we have &vj"&22=&vj$*v$j&q&
2
2<($b
2) {(q) so
that for all y # Y
&[vj , y]&2=&vj y& yvj&2=&(v$j+vj") y& y(v$j+vj")&2
&v$jy& yv$j &2+&vj"y& yvj"&2<= &q&2+2 &vj"&2
<\=+2 - $b + &q&2 .
which gives (3). K
3.5. Step 3. Under the assumptions of the theorem, and with the nota-
tions and results established in Step 2 we have that given any choice of the
tunnel up to some even i \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni
_
Qi+ , any finite sets U/M,
Y/Ni as before, and any =>0, there exist an even m0i, a continuation of
the tunnel up to m0 , \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm0_
Qm0+ , and a projection s # Qm0 such
that
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(i) &[x, s]&2<= &s&2 \x # U
(ii) &sys&ENm0(sys)&2<= &s&2 \y # Y
(iii) &sus&E Nm0 6 (N$m0 & M)(sus)&2<= &s&2 \u # U.
Proof. By using Step 2, this proof is identical to the proof of Step V
(Local Approximation) in [Po1]. K
3.6. Step 4. Under the assumptions of the theorem, and with the nota-
tions and results established in Step 3 we have that given any choice of the
tunnel up to some even i \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni
_
Qi+ , any finite sets U/M,
Y/Ni as before, and any =>0, then there exists an even mi and a con-
tinuation of the tunnel \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm
_
Qm+ up to m, such that:
(a) y # = Nm \y # Y
(b) u # = Nm 6 (N$m & M) \u # U.
Proof. We first observe that, up to a change of = with f (=) where
lim=  0 f (=)=0, (i), (ii), and (iii) in 3.5 imply
(ii$) &ENm0(sys)&[ y&(I&s) y(I&s)]&
2
2<= &s&
2
2 \y # Y
(iii$) &E Nm0 6 (N$m0 & M)(sus)&[u&(I&s) u(I&s)]&
2
2<= &s&22 \u # U.
Let then T be the set of all finite continuations of the tunnel
T=\
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni
_
Qi
# } } } #
# } } } #
Np
_
Qp+ where p is even; we shall set for such
a tunnel T, l(T ) :=p, Q(T ) :=Qp and N(T ) :=Np .
Let also S=[(T, s) ; T # T, s # P(Q(T)), s{0] and
J={(Sj) j # J : Sj=(Tj , sj) # S, sj = sj $ if j{j $, j, j $ # J and if
s := :
j # J
sj : " :j # J EsjN(Tj) sj (sj ysj)&[ y&(I&s) y(I&s)]"
2
2
<= &s&22 \y # Y, " :j # J E sj [N(Tj) 6 N(Tj)$ & M] sj (sjusj)
&[u&(I&s) u(I&s)]"
2
2
<= &s&22 \u # U= .
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Then the set J with the order given by the inclusion is clearly induc-
tively ordered; let (S 0j ) j # J0 with S
0
j =(T
0
j , s
0
j ) \j # J0 be a maximal element
in J and by the maximality argument in Step VI (Global Approximation)
of [Po1] one shows that s0 :=j # J0 s
0
j =I.
Moreover since {(s0j ){0, \j # J0 (because s
0
j {0), the index set J0 is at
most countable and we can find a sufficiently large k # N such that
{(kj=1 s
0
j )>1&$ where $<(supy # Y &y&2)&1.
Let m :=max1 jk l(T 0j ).
By approximate innerness, for each j, 1 jk, there exists a continua-
tion of the tunnel T 0j , \
N(T 0j )=: Nlj (T
0
j )
_
Q(T 0j )=: Qlj (T
0
j )
#
#
Nlj+1(T
0
j )
_
Qlj+1(T
0
j )
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm(T 0j )
_
Qm(T 0j )+
from lj :=l(T 0j ) up to some m, such that s
0
j # Qm(T
0
j ) and such that the
inequalities above are still satisfied if one replaces N(T 0j ) by Nm(T
0
j ).
Let then \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
N 1i+1
_
Q1i+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
N 1m
_
Q1m+ be any continuation of the tunnel
up to m, and s1l # Q
1
m 1lk be mutually orthogonal projections
such that {(s1l )={(s
0
l ) then since \
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
N 1i+1
_
Q1i+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
N 1m
_
Q1m+ sl1 and
\
Ni
_
Qi
#
#
Ni+1
_
Qi+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nm
_
Qm+ sl0 are conjugate by [PiPo1], there exists a unitary
element W # Qi such that Ws1l N
1
j s
1
l W*=s
0
l Nj (T
0
l ) s
0
l , 1lk, i jm:
in particular Ws1l W*=s
0
l .
Then if we define Nj :=WN 1j W* i jm we obtain y # = Nm , \y # Y and
similarly u # = Nm 6 (N$m & M), \u # U. K
3.7. Step 5. Under the assumptions of the theorem, given a sequence [xn]n
of elements dense in M in the & &2 norm, there exists indices i1<i2< } } } and a
choice of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni1_
Qi1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni2_
Qi2
# } } }
# } } } + such that
(ak, p) &E Nik 6 (N$ip & M)(xj)&E Nip 6 (N$ip & M)(xj)&2<2
&p, 1 jpk&1
(bk) &E Nik 6 (N$ik & M)(xj)&xj&2<2
&k, 1 jk.
Proof. Let [xn]n # N /M be a dense sequence of elements in the unit
ball of M; we shall construct recursively the sequence of indices
1i1<i2<i3< } } } <ik< } } } and the corresponding tunnel satisfying the
conditions (ak, p) and (bk) \p, k such that pk&1.
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Suppose we have constructed i1<i2< } } } <ik&1 and a choice of the
tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni1_
Qi1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nik&1_
Qik&1+ up to ik&1, then by applying
3.6 (a) and (b) to Uk :=[x1 , x2 , ..., xk], Yk :=[(x1, 2, ..., k)k&1, lr, s , ENik&1
((x1, 2, ..., k)k&2, lr, s ); ...; ENik&1((x1, 2, ..., k)
1, l
r, s); l, , r, s] and =k<2
&k } 1dim
(N$ik&1 & M) we find ik>ik&1 , and a continuation of the tunnel
\
Nik&1_
Qik&1
#
#
Nik&1+1_
Qik&1+1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nik_
Qik+ up to ik , such that (ak, p) 1pk&1 and
bk are satisfied. K
3.8. Step 6: End of the Proof. Under the assumptions of the theorem
there exists a choice of the tunnel \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Nk
_
Qk
# } } }
# } } } + such that
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +=\
(k=1 Nk) 6 

k=1 N$k & N
_
(k=1 Qk) 6 

k=1 Q$k & Q
/
/
(k=1 Nk) 6 

k=1 N$k & M
_
(k=1 Qk) 6 

k=1 Q$k & P + .
Proof. Let [xn]n be a & &2 -dense sequence of elements in the unit ball
of M. Let also \
M
_
P
#
#
N
_
Q
#
#
N1
_
Q1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni1_
Qi1
# } } } #
# } } } #
Ni2_
Qi2
# } } }
# } } } + be a choice of
the tunnel satisfying the requirements as in the previous step; if we fix j0 ,
then \k0> j0 we have by condition 3.7(bk0),
&E Nik0 6 (N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)&xj0 &2<2
&k0
and \k>k0 , by condition 3.7(ak, k0) we get
&E Nik0 6 (N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)&E Nik0 6 (N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)&2<2
&k0
and therefore
&E (k=1 Nik) 6 (N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)&E Nik0 6 (N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)&2<2
&k0
and letting k0 tend to  we get
xj0=E (k=1 Nik) 6 k0=1(N$ik0 & M)
(xj0)
which gives, by arbitrariness of xj0 and the density of such elements
M=\ ,

k=1
Nk+6 .

k=1
(N$k & M)
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Moreover if yn :=EP(xn), then [ yn]n is dense in P and using the com-
muting square condition and the fact that Q$k & P=N$k & M, we obtain
yj0=E (k=1 Qik) 6 k0=1(Q$ik0 & P)
(xj0)
and hence, as before,
P=\ ,

k=1
Qk+6 .

k=1
(Q$k & P).
The remaining algebras identities follow analogously by the commuting
square condition and so does the splitting isomorphism of the statement.
To prove the converse we observe that we have just to check that condi-
tions (i), (ii), and (iii) hold for a commuting square of the form
\
NN st
_
QN st
/
/
NM st
_
QM st+.
Now, (i) follows by observing that 1QN st, QM st=1N st, M st and by
[Po3], while the stability of QN st/QM st, i.e., (ii), is trivial.
Suppose now x1 , x2 , ..., xn # NN st and =>0 are given; then supposing
xi=’ l xil nil , with xil # N and nil # N st, and choosing an orthonormal basis
[mj]j of M st over N st such that, according to approximate innerness of the
hyperfinite inclusion N st/M st ([Po1]), &[mj , nil]&2<=2, \i, l, then,
provided that ’ is small enough, we have that [m~ j :=IQmj]j is an
orthonormal basis of QM st over QN st such that &[m~ j , xi]&2<=, \j,
i=1, 2, ..., n. Thus the commuting square is approximately inner.
Let now k=0 and suppose y1 , y2 , ..., ym # NN st, x1 , x2 , ..., xn # Q
M st, =, $>0 are given. By the central freeness of N st/M st ([Po1] one can
find a partition of the identity [qj]j in N st such that &j qj yiqj& yi&2<$,
1im and &j qjxlqj&E (QN st) 6 ((NN st)$ & (QM st))(xl)&2<=, 1ln.
Similarly for k>0: hence the commuting square is centrally free and (iii)
is also satisfied. K
By 1.13 and 2.16 it is easy to see that if Q/M is an inclusion of hyper-
finite type II1 factors with finite depth and the commuting square
\
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + satisfies the independence property ([Ka1]), then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is
approximately inner and centrally free. Thus our result recovers [Ka].
In fact we can obtain the following more general result which, in par-
ticular, provides a large class of examples for which a splitting result holds
true:
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3.9. Corollary. Suppose \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + is a non-degenerate commuting
square which satisfies the independence property, with the vertical inclusion
Q/N stable, approximately inner, centrally free and with strongly amenable
graph 1Q, N , the diagonal inclusion Q/M approximately inner and centrally
free, and the horizontal inclusion Q/P stable and with strongly amenable
graph 1Q, P ; then \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P +$Q\
N
_
Q +
st
 (Q/P)st.
In particular if Q is hyperfinite, Q/M has strongly amenable graph 1Q, M ,
and \
N
_
Q
/
/
M
_
P + satisfies the independence property, the above isomorphism
holds true.
Proof. Since Q/M is approximately inner, both the intermediate
horizontal and vertical inclusions, Q/P and N/Q, follow approximately
inner as well ([Po2]); similarly for central freeness. By the independence
property Q/N and Q/P are strongly amenable iff Q/M is such. Thus
our statement follows by 1.13, 2.16 and the Theorem 3.1. K
When applied to a commuting square of the form \
N%
_
Q%
/
/
M %
_
P% +, (Proposi-
tions 1.12 and 2.14) where %=(idR , %1 , %2 , ..., %n), %i # Aut(R, S), i=
1, 2, ..., n, generate a strongly amenable group acting approximately inner,
centrally free on a stable inclusion S/R of type II1 factors, our main
theorem yields the uniqueness of approximately inner and centrally free
actions of strongly amenable groups on inclusions.
In fact using the techniques of encoding outer conjugacy classes of outer
actions of finitely generated groups on subfactors ([Po3, 4, 5]), we get:
3.10. Corollary. Let S/R be a stable inclusion of type II1 factors.
Let G be a finitely generated, strongly amenable group and _ : G  Aut(R, S)
a properly outer, approximately inner and centrally free action of G on
S/R.
Then _ is conjugated to an action of G that effectively acts only on a com-
monly splitted hyperfinite type II1 factor, i.e., (S/R, _)$(SR/RR,
id_0).
3.11. Remark. Note that Corollary 3.11 generalizes the result in [Loi],
because, by [Po4, 5], if S/R is strongly amenable, then any properly
outer automorphism on (S/R) is centrally free on (S/R).
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